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Outbreak of a new academic season. Academic fraternity
has reached back in to ever blooming land of wisdom; with
a rejuvenated energy, even in this scorching heat to water
the plants in plenty in the garden of knowledge to keep it
afresh always. To keep them always awake. Awake and step
into the world of new hope. New dreams.

Revival from Covid-19 setbacks! Even though partial,
we are optimistic. Optimistic to such an extent that we
never lose.

A transition takes place. The higher educational
institutes have to make up for the learning losses while
honing new teaching styles. New research methodologies.
We have to make up for innovative teaching-learning
methods.

It’s our divine mission to take up all these challenges
with new vigour and enthusiasm.

The future is becoming more and more uncertain. The
livelihood for the future generation is under threat. Theories
of sustainable growth remains closed in books only as if
cursed souls wanting to get freed. The bubbles of heavy
talks on sustainability flying towards the horizons and burst
away.
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The pages wherein inclusive growth was written were
torn and thrown to the freezing wind of man’s insatiable
greed.

But,
Our country blessed by the greatness of many leaders

who taught us invaluable lessons of sacrifice, tolerance, love
and brotherhood made us dream a world wherein everyone
lives together, join hands freely and happily with mutual
trust, support, harmony and brotherhood.

Therefore, let us join hands and sing with Rabindranath
Tagore,

“Where the mind is without fear and the head held
high;Where knowledge is free;Where the world has not been
broken up into fragments by narrow domestic walls;Where
words come out from the depth of truth;Where tireless
striving stretches its arms towards perfection;Where the
clear stream of reason has not lost its way into the dreary
desert sand of dead habit;Where the mind is led forward by
Thee into ever-widening thought and action;Into that heaven
of freedom, my Father, let my country awake.”

So, my dear friends let us stand united for peace and
harmony. . .

Let us hold our hands tight for truth, equality and
brotherhood.
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Let us be a part of a change. A revolutionary change.

Therefore, let us open our Mind. Let us strengthen our Will.
Let us generate Ideas. And unite them to the need. . . That is
what we call revolution.
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